We report on the development of a digital-micromirror-device (DMD)-based multishot snapshot spectral imaging (DMD-SSI) system as an alternative to current piezostage-based multishot coded aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI) systems. In this system, a DMD is used to implement compressive sensing (CS) measurement patterns for reconstructing the spatial/spectral information of an imaging scene. Based on the CS measurement results, we demonstrated the concurrent reconstruction of 24 spectral images. The DMD-SSI system is versatile in nature as it can be used to implement independent CS measurement patterns in addition to spatially shifted patterns that piezostage-based systems can offer.
Recently, coded aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI) systems were developed to circumvent the mechanical/temporal scanning process in conventional spectral imaging systems [1, 2] . CASSI systems use a static photomask to implement a compressive sensing (CS) measurement pattern on the imaging scene. The spatial/ spectral information of the original scene can be reconstructed from the CS measurements by solving a minimization problem [1, 2] . Moreover, multishot CS (MS-CS) measurement processes were utilized to enhance the quality of spectral images reconstructed from CASSI systems [2] . To realize MS-CS measurements in CASSI systems, the static photomask was mounted on a piezostage so that, by spatially shifting the mask using the piezostage, different regions of the mask can be exposed to the imaging scene, thus realizing MS-CS measurements [2] .
In this Letter, we present an alternative approach wherein a digital micromirror device (DMD) is used to implement CS measurement patterns. The proposed DMD-based multishot snapshot spectral imaging (DMD-SSI) system provides a virtually unlimited selection pool of implementable patterns, such that independent CS measurement patterns can be used to realize MS-CS measurement processes, in addition to the spatially shifted patterns that piezostage-based systems can offer. We present the design and construction of an experimental DMD-SSI system on which image reconstruction experiments were successfully based and carried out. Both single-shot CS (SS-CS) and MS-CS measurements were implemented and the reconstructed spatial/spectral data cubes of a chili pepper target were presented and compared.
In DMD-SSI systems, DMDs play the important role of implementing CS measurement patterns. Like other CSbased imaging systems, this system uses binary random patterns to realize the CS measurement process [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The optical active area of the DMD is a two-dimensional (2D) array of aluminum micromirrors. Each mirror pixel can be electrically driven to be turned on or off. When turned on, mirrors are tilted about their diagonal hinge at an angle of þ12°, and when turned off, they are tilted at −12°. When binary random patterns are implemented with the DMD, we assign the "on" condition of mirror pixels to represent the binary value "1" and "off" to "0". Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of the DMD-SSI system.
In Fig. 1 , the DMD-SSI system is presented as a twoarm system, including an imaging arm and a relaydispersion arm. In the imaging arm, an objective lens (focal length 90 mm, f -number 2.5) is used to form optical images on the DMD. In the relay-dispersion arm, a relay lens/prism structure is used to generate spectrally dispersed images of the DMD modulated image intensity on the CCD camera (AVT Marlin F033B, pixel pitch 9:9 μm). Those spectrally dispersed images represent different sets of CS measurements for the imaging scene [1, 2] . The design of the prism was reported in Ref. [1] . A bandpass filter (transmission window 450-670 nm) is used to filter out unwanted spectral bands from the system. The 2D CS measurements are fed into the two-step iterative shrinkage/thresholding algorithm and the threedimensional spatial/spectral information of the original scene can be reconstructed [1, 2, 6] . The DMD used in our setup (Texas Instruments (TI) 1100 series) implements CS measurement patterns with a pixel pitch of 13:68 μm, which can be larger than the minimum pixel pitch that a photomask can implement [1] . Newer versions of DMDs (e.g., TI 4100 series, pixel pitch 10:8 μm) can be used to enhance the resolution performance of the DMD-SSI system.
A red chili pepper with a green stem was used as a test target for our experimental setup. Figure 2 (a) shows a CCD image of the test target. This CCD image was scaled and rotated to match the imaging scene perceived by the DMD-SSI system. We used 128 × 128 binary random patterns to implement different SS-CS and MS-CS measurements. Binary random patterns used in this experiment have half of their pixels set in the "on" condition. Each pixel in the random pattern was represented by a 2 pixel × 2 pixel DMD subset and each DMD pixel subset was imaged onto a 3 pixel × 3 pixel CCD subset. The total dispersion caused by the prism was 24 CCD pixels. The dispersion happened only in the horizontal direction. For MS-CS measurements, six horizontally shifted or independent patterns were used. Figure 2(b) shows the pattern used for the SS-CS measurement. It was also used as the seed pattern for generating a sequence of six shifted patterns for MS-CS measurements. The shifted patterns were generated by horizontally shifting the seed pattern by 1 to 5 pixels to the left. Vertically shifted patterns or combinations of vertically and horizontally shifted patterns can be implemented in a similar fashion. Spatial/spectral data cubes reconstructed from our experimental setup contain 24 spectral channels. The image reconstruction process took about 20 min using our Dell computer (32 bit Windows XP, 4 Gbyte memory). Figure 3 shows spectral channels from 13 to 24. We notice that in channels 14 to 18, the stem portion of the pepper is reconstructed with stronger intensity than the body portion, whereas in channels 20 to 23, the body portion is reconstructed with stronger intensity. The images in the leftmost column are intensity summations of the reconstructed spectral images. For expression clarity, we call those intensity summations reconstructed optical images of the imaging scene. Please note that the scale bar on the rightmost side of Fig. 3 only applies to the reconstructed spectral images. The intensities of optical images are normalized to the scale of 0 to 1. In Fig. 3 , we notice that the quality of reconstructed spectral and optical images is degraded by the presence of noise spikes/ valleys.
To further analyze the noise, we show the reconstructed optical images and their intensity gradients in Fig. 4 . In this figure, we can see that when the independent MS-CS measurement process was implemented with the DMD-SSI system, the surfaces of the reconstructed pepper features [ Fig. 4(a) ] look smoother than other reconstructed optical images [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. The presence of noise spikes in reconstructed optical images can be better observed if we calculate their intensity gradients. The bottom row images in Fig. 4 show intensity gradients of reconstructed optical images. In those gradient graphs, noise spikes are highlighted as bright spots or regions, whereas smooth surface regions of the pepper features and the background of the imaging scene are represented as dark regions. If we compare the three gradient graphs in Fig. 4 , we can visually judge that the optical image reconstructed using independent MS-CS measurements [ Fig. 4(d) ] contains the least amount of noise spikes. The mean value of the intensity gradients in Fig. 4(d) is 0.0063. If we pick out noise spikes using two times the mean intensity gradient of Fig. 4(d) as a threshold, the number of noise spikes in Fig. 4(d) is 23.8% and 23.1% less than Figs. 4(e) and 4(f), respectively.
We used the optical image reconstructed using the sixshot independent MS-CS measurements as a reference for calculating peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNRs) of other reconstructed optical images. When the SS-CS measurement method was implemented with the DMD-SSI system, the PSNR of the reconstructed optical image is 28:37 dB, whereas when the six-shot shifted MS-CS measurements were implemented, the PSNR is 33:55 dB. We also implemented two-shot and four-shot MS-CS measurements using independent and horizontally shifted CS measurement patterns. When independent patterns were used, PSNR values of reconstructed optical images are 32:01 dB for two-shot MS-CS measurements and 36:48 dB for four-shot MS-CS measurements. When horizontally shifted patterns were implemented, the PSNR values of reconstructed optical images are 29.62 and 31:09 dB for two-shot and four-shot MS-CS measurements, respectively. Figure 5 compares colorful images generated using two-shot, four-shot, and six-shot MS-CS measurements implemented by independent and horizontally shifted measurement patterns. In this figure, the green color is assigned to represent spectral channel 16 (558 nm) of the reconstructed spatial/spectral data cube and the red color represents channel 21 (621 nm). In those colorful images, we can see that with the increment of the number of shots used in the MS-CS measurement process, the distributions of the red color in the pepper body and the green color in the pepper stem become more uniform and smoother, which signifies the reduction of noise in the reconstructed spectral images.
We also measured the intensity variations of the 24 spectral channels at two pixel locations, including point 1 in the body portion of the pepper and point 2 in the stem portion [ Fig. 2(a) ]. A commercial spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-1024) was used to generate reference spectral curves at those locations. Experimental and reference spectral curves are compared in Fig. 6 . Please note that for quantitative evaluations, we normalized the intensities of the experimental and reference spectral curves to the scale of 0 to 1.
We found two intensity peaks in the reference spectral curves, which are located at 621 nm for point 1 and 548 nm for point 2. For the SS-CS measurement, we found the intensity peaks in the experimental spectral curves (dark yellow dotted lines with circles in Fig. 6 ) miss the peaks in the reference curves (solid red and green lines in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively) . In this case, mean square errors (MSEs) of the deviations from the experimental spectral curves to the reference curves are 3.3% in point 1 and 2.9% in point 2. For shifted and independent MS-CS measurements, intensity peaks in experimental curves (blue and pink dotted lines with triangles) match those in the reference curves. In these cases, MSEs of spectral deviations from experimental curves to the reference ones are 1.2% and 1.4% at point 1, and 2.4% and 0.4% at point 2, respectively. We can see that spatial/ spectral data cubes reconstructed using MS-CS measurements provide a better spectral accuracy.
This paper demonstrates the DMD-SSI system as a convenient and versatile platform for experimentally implementing different SS-CS and MS-CS measurement processes. We implemented and compared three simple CS measurement methods, including the SS-CS measurement process and the independent and horizontally shifted MS-CS measurements. More advanced pattern designs and/or more sophisticated MS-CS measurement methods could possibly enhance the performance of this system. This project was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) (contract number N00014-10-C-0199). 
